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In an amazing twist, technology is rendering the old fundamentals of supply chain management 
obsolete. In Russia, Adidas increased sales in Moscow by double digits in 24 hours, thanks to a 
supply chain initiative. At the same time Amazon is now looking at using drones to deliver products, 
a very expensive move, but one the company says will increase sales.  
 
Experts would usually claim that supply chain management is about delivering the right quality at 
the lowest cost, with the agreed service level, right? Well, not anymore. As the two examples above 
show, it is also about increasing sales and profits; the supply chain is no longer just about efficiency, 
working capital reduction and inventory management. So, what happened? 
 
Adidas is the leading sports’ shoe brand in Russia with more than 1,200 stores. As part of its 
strategy to please customers, Adidas is implementing an omni channel strategy, allowing people to 
buy in a number of ways (on-line or in the physical store) any product that is available anywhere in 
Russia (whether in an Adidas shop, distribution center or warehouse), and for it to be delivered in 
any way (at home, at the store or at a pick-up point). This is possible thanks to the use of RFID 
identification chips, “ship from store” tools, a digital “click and collect” solution and “endless aisle” 
technology.  
 
Initially, Adidas implemented a trial of click and collect in Moscow expecting that just a few 
consumers would choose this option – to buy on-line and collect the product at a store. They 
expected around 10 to 20 orders per week, but consumers embraced the idea and orders reached 
1,000 per week. Adidas was forced to stop the experiment and build the supply chain infrastructure 
needed to support such demand. Today, up to 70% of online sales are through click and collect. 
Similarly, other supply chain initiatives like ship from store, where goods ordered online are 
delivered from a store, not a distribution center, and endless aisle, in which customers can order 
products no longer in stock in their local store but is available in another store in another part of the 
country, have substantially increased sales and, logically, profits. 
 
For Adidas Russia, the supply chain is no longer about reducing costs: It is – more importantly – 
about increasing sales. All of this is possible thanks to the technology being used in the supply 
chain. Most of these technologies belong to Industry 4.0, a high-tech strategy promoting the 
computerization of manufacturing. Adidas applies these technologies to the supply chain rather than 
just to manufacturing. This is why we call it Supply Chain 4.0, a term initially coined by supply chain 
professional Anne Wyss. 
 
Something executives always knew 
 
Executives have always known that improving supply chains ultimately improves sales. However, 
because the impact was very difficult to evaluate, companies traditionally approved investments in 
supply chains based only on the expected reductions in costs and working capital. The digitalization 
of supply chains, with the breadth of sales and ordering data available, now makes it possible to 
calculate by how much supply chain improvements are increasing sales and profits, and the 
numbers are often amazing. 
 
Another example is how much more Adidas is selling in Russia thanks to the use of ship from store. 
In the largest country in the world, shipping from one part of the country to the other extreme can 
take up to 15 days using traditional delivery systems. By being able to deliver from a store, Adidas 
expected to reduce delivery times and to increase sales, but it also expected to increase delivery 
costs. To its surprise, delivery costs fell and sales increased substantially. It turns out that in certain 
product categories, consumers tend to return around 50% of the products they buy online, if delivery 
is made within 24 hours. However, if delivery takes three days, consumers may return up to 70%. 
Thus, increasing speed of delivery means fewer returns, which means higher sales – up to 40% 
higher at full price. Also, by reducing the number of returns, logistics costs go down substantially. 
 
These successful examples lead to a redefinition of what a supply chain is and of the scope of the 
role of executives. In the case of Adidas Russia, one executive was both head of IT and supply 
chains – one executive with a holistic view of the business and with the goal of pleasing consumers 
and increasing sales. This combination made possible these developments. He justified 
investments by increased sales. 
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Similarly, while many logistics executives see the idea of Amazon using drones for deliveries as an 
“extravaganza”, it makes a lot of sense. For decades, the world of logistics has been obsessed with 
lowering costs. As one logistics executive put it: “We look at savings in terms of cents, not dollars or 
euros”. Delivering by drones looks crazy to them. However, if you are Amazon, and you lower the 
rate of return of products because you deliver in 15 minutes, fewer returns mean higher sales and, 
therefore, higher profit. The comparison is not about costs but about sales. 
 
Until recently, we were used to looking at supply chains as cost drivers, not sales drivers. We have 
a lot of tools to understand supply chain costs, like “total cost of ownership”, “spend analysis” or 
“total landed cost”, but none about increasing sales. However, technology is bringing about a 
fundamental change and Supply Chain 4.0 requires a very different view – focusing on increasing 
sales through a better understanding of how customers behave.  
 
Finally, we should also start to use the term Value Chain 4.0, because we might need to re-combine 
and re-think how we work and organize companies. The key is how to generate and capture value 
in the whole chain. And it looks very different from the past. Adidas is combining functions like IT 
and supply chains. They are doing a lot of trial and error (rather than the typical big bang of huge 
enterprise resource planning (ERP) or systems deployment) and they are using technology usually 
associated with Industry 4.0 everywhere, not just in the factory. 
 
In short, the digital revolution is creating a whole new paradigm for what used to be the supply 
chain. It was once about delivering the right quality at the lowest cost, with the agreed service level; 
now it is about increasing sales, creating more value and capturing it. 
 
 
Carlos Cordon is LEGO Professor of Strategy and Supply Chain Management at IMD. He teaches 
in IMD’s Digital Supply Chain Management program. 
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Related Programs 
 

 
DIGITAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT – http://www.imd.org/dscm 
 
Get maximum value from your supply chain 
Program Director Ralf Seifert 
 

• Develop a digital strategy that embeds the right technologies for your business 
• Understand and manage global supply-chain complexity and risks 
• Optimize your global material, information and financial flows 
• Lead organizational change and SC transformation 

 

 
ORCHESTRATING WINNING PERFORMANCE – http://www.imd.org/owp 
 
Create your own learning journey 
Program Directors Jean-François Manzoni and Tawfik Jelassi 

 
• Learn about the newest trends in business management and leadership 
• Solve challenges with face-to-face learning from world-class Faculty 
• Build team commitment around your real business issues 
• Identify capability gaps and update skills around a common strategy 
• Create the necessary team dynamics to turn your strategy into action 
• Company-specific custom option: work with Faculty to address a particular challenge, gain 

clarity on your strategy and build team commitment to drive change 
• Become part of a network of 80,000 executives from 140 countries 
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